ARTWORKS

1. **SPECTRAL PASSAGE**
   by Visual Endeavors
   5 to 10 pm
   MAH, Front Street Tunnel
   An immersive installation with soundscape.

2. **IVY2.0**
   by Tom & Lien Dekyvere
   5 to 10 pm
   MAH, Front Street Facade
   A digital vine made from discarded circuit boards.

3. **DODI**
   by HYBYCOZO
   5 to 10 pm
   MAH, Front Street Plaza
   A laser-cut steel geometric light sculpture.

4. **CRYSTAL NOTE GROVE**
   by Liminal Space Collective
   5 to 10 pm
   MAH, Atrium
   A fantasia of light, color, sound, and projection.

5. **RHIZOME**
   by Tom & Lien Dekyvere
   5 to 10 pm
   MAH, Secret Garden
   A constellation of intertwined, luminescent strings.

6. **THE LAST CHINATOWN**
   by Huy Truong, Susana Ruiz, & Karen Tei Yamashita
   5 to 10 pm
   MAH, Garden Room
   An interactive public memorial and augmented reality film.

7. **ELANTICA, STREAM**
   by Tom & Lien Dekyvere
   5 to 10 pm
   MAH, Solari Gallery
   An installation of e-waste, moss, and mirrors.

8. **POINT OF LIGHT**
   by HYBYCOZO
   5 to 10 pm
   MAH, Art Forum Gallery
   An exhibition that celebrates form and pattern.

9. **POEMS OF POSITIVITY**
   by Orlosky Studio
   5 to 10 pm
   MAH, Sculpture Garden
   A set of prism-shaped towers of language and light.

10. **ELECTRIC GARDEN: SILENT DISCO**
    by HUSHconcerts
    7 to 10 pm
    MAH, Sculpture Garden
    A DJ dance party with LED headphones.